CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that the magnetic moment of a DFP particle of half-integral spin s)1/2 is uniquely determined to be (1/s) (eh/2mc) . In general, the values of higher moments must be expected to depend on the parameter A. The spin 3/2 quadrupole moment has however the unique value +(5/3)(h/nsc)'. The spin 5/2 quadrupole moment depends on the choice of A.
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In performing the renormalization, one obtains the Lee, Phys. Rev. 95, 1329 (1954 (10) by oiio -o~o and, using (2'), (3), and (6), eliminate po, obtaining:
Despite these considerations, Lee asserted that the theory would retain its plausibility even for p&p" i.e. , %e shall show that in the bound states of the g-V system, complex energies appear for large p; the "ghost" states will again play an important role.
The latter integral equation can easily be solved. Transforming from momentum to position coordinates, we let (13) and obtain
II. SOLUTION OF THE EIGENVALUE EQUATION L&(~0)+V-']y(r) = &(r,~o)y( -r)
. (14) t. " kf '(k) sinkrdk
lf Xy, E~, Eg are the operators representing the number of V, X, and 0 particles, respectively, then the quantities 1Vr+X~and X~Eo are con-served. Therefore let us look for solutions of SC Ioio,po) = (2es+o~o) I oio, po), Thus, for a given o&o and y, p(r) =0 except on those (7) spherical shells of radius r, where with the general form &(ooo)+y '= aX(r,coo)
and @1,g& are as yet arbitrary, except that go is chosen antisymmetric under exchange of its arguments. The factor 1V=g/go in (8) is for convenience in calculation of the norm of Ioio, po). Now substitution of (8) into (7) yields, after a straightforward calculation,
f(k») 
X(r,top) -+0 for pp~-po, r fixed,
X(r,pop)~0 for r -+po, cpp fixed, (c)/Br)X(r, orp) &0 for too&0.
For any 6xed r, the function X+H attains a maximum value -y '(r) in the range pop &0, and
and Eq. (26) is therefore proven. Now, using (5), (20) X+H+y ' +- (28) (top~0 -).
Equations (17), (18), (19), (20), (23), (24) hold in general, i.e. , for any reasonable choice of the functions tp(k) and f(k), and follow directly from (15) and (6).
Equations (21) 
IV. COMPLEX ENERGIES
The situation described in the last paragraph leads to the supposition that there must exist complex roots of (16 -) when y&p (r) In a. ddition to the disappearance of real roots for such p, note that the norm of any state of complex energy must be zero, since (010 I gX I 010) = (010+2222) (010 I q I coo) must be real. Thus the existence of complex cop would ensure continuity of the norm at y=y (r).
To simplify the actual demonstration of these complex energies as much as possible, we consider the case (NR), with r assumed to be very small. In this case the integrations in (4), (6), (15) are easy to perform, and we obtain ++= 2) +&~= S) 1 -1 1 a) (rj&2,01 ) = (r ')10-'Le " e "5---aI H(Mp)+r j= (1 -z)(dp -ocop +6&
These results hold for all cop and r, except of course for +p & ].. When +p is complex, Z must be taken as having positive real part. (It is easy to see that (21) and (25) now hold. )
The solution of this equation is now perfectly straightforward, except that care must be taken to reject as spurious all roots with Re(Z)(0. As expected, we obtain for y &y, one real pop. For y"(0)&y &y" there are two real pop merging when y=y (0) 
f '(k) - ( Thus, for real cop we have Xp(r, (dp) f'(k)e "" l- It is now obvious that (25) and (21) 
